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_lorv and merit of invention and discovery in the fib.ld of industry.
The'charges
of experiment, when defrayed by the government,
fire
• not sCbtraeted
from the national capital, but from the national
revenue;
for tax_/tion never does, or, at least, never ought to touch
any thing beyond the revenue of individuals.
The portion of them
ao spent is scarce3y felt at all, because the burthen is divided among
innumerable
contributors;
.and, the advantages
resultin_ from success beiflg a common benefit to all, it is by no means inequitable
that the .sacrifices, by which they are obtai'rted, should fall on the
community
at large.

C,HAPTER VII.
OF

THE

LABOUR

()F

MANKIND,

O_F NATURE_

AND

OF

MACHINERY

RESPECTIVELY.

Bx" the term labour" I shall designate that contint_us
action, exert-'
ed to perform any one 9f the operations of industry, or a part only
of ohe of those operdtions.
Labour,
upon whichever
of those operations
it be bestowed,
is
productive, bec'mase it concurs in the creation
of a product.
Thus
the labour of the philosopher,
whether
experimental
or literary, is
productive ; the labour of the adventurer
or master-'manufacturer
is
productive, although he perform no actual manual work ; the labour
of ei_ery operative workman
is productive, from the common daylabourer in agriculture,
to the pilot that governs the motion of a ship.
Labour of an unproductive
kind, that is to say, such as does not
contribute to tile raising of the products of some branch of industry
or other, is seldom undertaken
voluntarily;
for labour, under the
definition above given, implies trotibte, and .trouble
so bestowed
could yield no compensation
or resulting
benefit: wlaerelbre,
it
would be mere folly'or waste in the person bestowing
it. r_Vhen
trouble is directed to the stripping another person uf the goods in
his possession by means of fraud or violence, what was before mere
extravagance
and folly, degenerates
to absolute criminality;
and
there results "no production,
but only a forcible transfer of'wealth
i'rom one _ndividual to another.
Man,

as we have

already

seen, obliges

natural

agents,

and even

than those whieh derive Idstre from the deplorable exploits of military prowess.
Among these will be preserved the naraes of Olivi_.r de 8erres, the father of
French agriculture; the first who established an experimental farm; of Duharnel,
of Malsherbes, to w_aomFrance is indebted fbr many vegetables now naturahzed
ifl her soil and climate : of Lavoisier, whose new system 0f chemistry has effected a still more important revotuti9n in the arts ; and of the numerous scientific
travellers of modern timesi _or travels, with an useful object, may be regarded
as adventures m the field of industry.
8
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_he products of his own previous irldustry, .to work in cbrJcei't with
ilim in the business of production.
There will, therefore, be no,_
difficulty in comprehending the terms labour or productive service
of ron_turo,and labour or Froductive service of capital.
_he labour performed by natural agents, arid that executed by
pre-existenZ products, to which we hav6given the name of capital,
are closely antilogous, and are perpetually confcmnded one with the
other: for the tools and machine_ which form a principal item of
capital, are commonly but expedients more or less ingenious, fol
turning natural powers to account.
The steam engif_e is but a compl_caled method of taking advantage of the alternation of the elasticity of water reduced to vapour, and-of, the weight of the atmosphere. 8o that, in point of ]hct, a steam engine employs more productive agency, than the agency of the capital embarked in it : for
that machine i,_an expedient for forcing into the service of man a
variety of natural agents, whose gratuitousaid may perhfil_s inJ_nit61y
exceed in value the interest of the capital invested in.the machine.
It is in this light that_all machinery must be regarded,'from
the
sil-_aplestt6 the most complicated instrument, from a common file to
the most expensive and complex apparatus. "Tools are but simple
machines, and machines but comp]icated tools, whereby._e enlarge
the limited powers of our hands and fingers ; and both are, in many
respects, mere means of obtaining the co-operation of natural agents. *
Their obvious effect is to make less labour requisite for the raising
the. same quantity of produce, or, what comes exactly to the same
thing, to obtain a larger produce fro,as the game quantity of human
labour._And
this is the grand object and the acme of industry.'
VChenever a new machine, or a new and more expeditions process
is substituted in the place .of human labour previously in activity,
"part of the industrious human agents, whose service is thus ingeniously dispensed with, must needs be thrown out of employ. 'Whence
many objections have been-raised against the use of machinery,
which has been often obstructed by popular violence, and sometimes
by the act of authority itself.
" To give any chance oar wise conduct in such cases, it is necessary
beforehand to acquire a clear notion of the economical effect result.
ing fi'om the introduction of machinery."
A new machine supplants a portions.of human labour, but does
not diminish the amount of the p'roduct ; if it did, it would be absurd
to adopt it. When water:carriers are relieved in the supp/y of-a city
by any kind of hydraulic engine, the inhabitants are equally well
supplied with water.
The revenue of the district is at least as
great, but it takes a different direction.
That of the water-carriers
i_ reduced, .while that of the mechanists and capitalists, who furnish
• Generalizationmay at pleasure be carried still furtlaer;' a landede.-tatemay
be consideredas a fast machinefor.the woduetmn ofgrain, which is refitted and
_ept m repair by cultivation: or a flockof s_eep as a machinefor _e raising of
mutton or wool.
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the funds, is increased.
But, ifAhe superior abundance of the product and the inferior charges of its produetiori,'lower its exchangeable value, the revet)ue of the consumers is benefited; for to them
every saving of expenditure is so much gain.
Tiffs new direction of revenue, however advantageous to the community at large, as we shall presently see, is alxvavs attended with
some painful circumstances.
For the distress of a capitalist, when
his funds are unprofitably engaged,or in a staid _f ,inactivity, is
nothing to that of an industrious'population deprived of the means
of subsistence.
Inasmuch as machinery produces that evil, it is clearly objection 2
able. But there are circumstances that commdnly hc_mpany
its
introduction, alxt wonderfully reduce the mischiefs, while at the
same time they give full play to the benefits of the innovation." For,
1. New machines are slowly constructed, and still more slowly
brought into use ;so as to give time for,those who are interested, to
take fl_eir measures, an¢l for the public administratioll to provide a
•2. Machines cannot be constructed without considerable labour,
which gives occupation to the hands they throw out of employ. For
.nstance, the sui_ply of'a city with water by condoits gives increased
occupation to carpenters, masons, smiths, paviours, &c. in the construatiorr of the works, the laying down the main and branch pipes,
&c. &c.
3. The condition of consumers at large, and consequently,
amongst them, of the class of labourers affected by the innovation,
is improved by the reduced value of the product that class was
occupied upon.
"
B_sides, it would be vai.n to attempt to avoid the transient evil,
consequential upon the inve_ian of a new machine, by prohibiting
its "employment. If beneficial, it is or wiIl be introduced somewhere or other f its products will be cheaper than those of labour
conducted on the old principle; and sooner or later that cheapness
will run a_ay with the consumpti'on and demand. Had the cotton
spinners on the old principle, who destrgved t}le spinning-jennies eli
their introduetio_n into Normandy, in 178i3, succeeded in their object,
France must have aband9ned the cotton manufacture; every body
would have bought tl_e foreign article, or used some substitute ; an_l
the spinners of Normaody, w%, in the end, most of them, found
employment in the new establishments, would have been yet worse
off for employment.
* W_thonthavingrecourse to local or temporaryrestrictionson the rise of new
methodsor machinery,.whichare invaskmsof the property of the inventors or
fabricators,0..benevolentoadministration
can m_ke provisionfor the employment'
of supplante4tor inac_:ivelabour iri"the 6on_tructionof worksof public utility at
i:hepublic expense,as of canals, roads,churches,or the like; in extendedcolonization; in the tnlnsfer of populationfromone spot to another, Employmen"
is the more readily fbund,for the hands thrown out of work by machinery
becausethey are commofilyalready inured to labour.
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So much for the immediate effect of the introduction of macht'nery.
The ultimate effect is wholly in its favour.
Indeed if by its means man makes a conquest of nature, and compels the powers of nature and the properties of natural agents to
_:ork for his use and advantage, the gum is too obvious to need illustration. There must always be art increase of product, or a diminution in the cost of production.
If the sale-price of a product do
not fall, the acquisition redounds,to the profit of the producer; and
that without any loss to the consumer.
If it do fall, the consumer is
benefited to the whole amount of the fall, without any loss _o the
producer.
"
The multiplication of a product commonly reduces its price, that
reduction extends its consumption; and so its production, though o
become more rapid, nevertheless gives employment to more hands
than before. It is beyond' question, that.th.e manufacture of cottou now 9ccupies more hands in England, France, and Geri'nany,
than it did before the introduction of the machinery, that.haft abridged and perfected this branch of manufacture in so remarkable a
degree.
Another stri_-mg example of a similar effect .is presented bv the
machine used to multiplywith rapidity the gopies of a literary; performance,_I mean the printing press.
Setting aside all cons]deratiQn of the prodigious impulse given bv
the ai't of pi'inting to the progress of human knowledge and civilization, I will speak of it merely as a manufacture, and in an economi
cal point of view. When' printing was first brought into _se, a
multitude of copyists were of course immediately deprived of occupation; for it may be fairly reckoned, that-one journeyman printer
does the business of two hundred copyists. We may, therefore,
conclude, that 199 out of 200 were thrown out of work. What
followed ? Why, in a little time, the greater facility of reading
printed than written, boo'ks, the low .price ,to which books fell, the
stimulus this invention gave to authorship, whether devoted to
amusement or instruction, the combination, in short, of all "thege
causes, operated so effectually as to set at work, in a very-little time,
more journeymen printers than there were formerly capvists. And
if we could now calculate with precision, be_ictes the" number of
journeymen primers, the total number of other industrious people
that the press finds occupation for, whether as type-founders and
moulders, paper-makers, carriers, compositors, bookbinders, booksellers, .and the like, we should probably find, that the number of
persons occupied in the manufacture of books is now 100 times what
it was before the art of printing was invented.
It may be allowable to add, that _iewing human labour and machinery _n the agffregate, in the supposition of the extreme case, viz.
that machlner_, should be brought to supersede human labour altogether, yet.the'numbers of mankind would not be thinned; for the
sum total of products would be the same, and there would probab,y
be less suffering to the poorer and labotrring classes to be apprehend-
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ed ;,-for in that case the moment_.ry fluctuations, that distress the
different branches of industry, would principally affect machinery.
wh,ch, and not human labour, would be paralyzed ; and machinery
cannot die of hunger ; it can only cease to yieldprofit to its employers, who are generally farther removed f/'om want than mere
labourers.
But however great may be the advantages, which the adventurers in industry, and even the operative classes, may ultimately
derive from the employment of improved machinery, the great gain
accrues to the consumers, which is always the most important class,
because it is the most numerous; because it comprehends every
description of producers whatever; and because the welfare of this
class, wherein all others are comprised, constitutes the general wellbeing and prosperity of a nation._ I repeat, that it is the consumers
who draw the greatest benefit from machinerv;
for though the
inve,tnr may indeed for some years enjoy the exclusive advantage
of his'mvcntion, which it is highly just and proper he should, yet
there is no instalace of a secret remaining long undivulged. Nothing
can long escape publicity, least of all what peol_le have a personal
interest ia discovering, especially if the secret be necessa.ri}v confided.to the discretion of a humber of persons employed in conStructing or in working the machine. The product is thenceforward cheapened by competition to the full extent of the saving in the cost of
production ; and thenceforward begins the full advantage to the consumer.--The grinding of corn is probably not more profitable to the
miller now than formerly; but it costs infinitely less to the consumer.
Nor is cheapness the sole benefit that, the consumer reaps from the
introduction of more expeditious p_cesses: he generally gai_ in
addition the greater perfection of the product. Painters could undoubtedly execute with the brush or pencil the designs that ornament
our printed calicoes and furniture papers, but the copperplates and
rollers employed for that purpose give a.regularity of pattern, ann
uniformity of colour, which the most sKilful artist could never equal.
The close pursuit of this inquiry through all the arts of industry
would show, that the _dvantage of machinery is not limited to the
bare substitution of it for human labour, but t'hat, in fact, it gives a
positive new product, inasmuch as it gives a degree of perfection
before unknown. The flatting-mill and the die execute products,
that the utmost skill and attention of the human hand could never
accomplish.
In fine, machiriery does st_I more; it multiplies products with
which it has no immediate counbxion. Without taking the trouble
to reflect, one perhaps would scarceh- imagine that the plough, the
harrow, and other _imilar machines, whose origin is lost in the. night
*Paradoxicalas it may appear,it is neverthelesstrue,that the labourin_class
is of all others the-mostinterested in promotingthe economyof human labour;
for that is the class which benefitsthe mostby the general cheapness,and s_f
fers most fi'omthe generkl dearnessofcommodities.
8'
1_I
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of ages, have powerfully contributed
to procure for mankind, besides
the absolute necessaries
of life, a vast number of the s_perfluities
they now enjoy, whereof they would otherwise never have had _ny
conception.
_ret, if the different dressings lhe soil requires
could
be no otherwise given, than by the spade, the hoe, and other, such
simple and tardy expedients, if we worn,unable
to ma'ke available in
agricultural
production
those dorriestic aflimats, that, in the eye of
political economg, are but a kind of machines, it is most.likely tb-tt
the whole mass of human labpar; now applicable to the arts of indostrT, would be occupied in raising the bare necessary subsisteHce of
the actual population.
Thus, the plough has been instrumental
it/
releasing a number of lrands for the prosecution
of the arts, even of
the most frivolous kind; and what is of more importance,
for the
cultivation of the intellectual faculties.
The ancients were unacquainted
with water or .wind-mills.
In
their time, the wheat their bread was mazte df, was-pounded
by the
labour of the hand: so that perhaps no less than .t,_rrty individuals
were occupied in pounding as much wheat as one mill can grind.*
Now .a. single milte_, or two at the most, .is enough to feed 'rod
superintend
a mill.
.By the aid, then, of this ihgenidus piece of
mechanism, two persons are as productive as twenty were.in the d.'tvs
of Cwsar.
Wherefore, in every one of our mill_, We make the-wind,
or a current of water, do the work of eighteen persons;
which
eighteen extra persons are just as well provided with subsistence;
for the mill has in no respect diminished 'the general produce of the
community : and whose exertions.may
be directed to the creation of
new products, to be given by them in exchange for the produe6 of
the mill; thereby hugmenting the general _'ealth of the commnnity,_
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WE have already observed that the several _perations,
the combination of which forms but one branch of industry, are not in general undertaken or performed by the same person ; for they commonly
*Homer tells us, in the Odyssey, b. xx., that twelve women were daily ernploye',tin grinding corn for the family consumption of Ulysses, Whose establishment is not represented as larger than that of a private gentleman of fortune of
modern days•
Since the publication of the third edition of this work, M. de Sismondi has
published his ]Vou_eaux Principe$ d'Econom_e Politique. Thi_valuable writer
_eems to have baen impressed with aa exaggarated notion of the trar_i'ent evil8
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require d.ifferent,kinds
of talent ;_and the labour requisite to each is
enough to take up a man's whole time and attention.
Nay, in some
instances, a single one of these operations is split again into smaller
subdivisions, eaGh of them sufficient for one person's exclusive occupation.
Thus, the study of nature
is shared
amongst
the chemist,
the
botanist, the a_ronomer,'and
m_tny other classes Of students in
philosophy.
Thus, too, in the application
of human knowledge to the satisfaction of human wants,
in manufacturing
industry, for instance, we
find different classes of tnanul'acturers
employee[ exclusively inthe
fabric of woollens, pottery, furniture, cottons, &c. &e.
Finally, _in the executive part of each of the three branches of industry, there are often as roam" different classes oP x_'orkmen as there
are: different kinds of ,woi_k. " To make the cloth of a coat, there
must have" been set to work the several classes of spinners, weavers,
dresser_ shearers, dy6rs, and many other classes of labourers,
each
of,whom is constantly
and exclusively occupied upon one operation.
The celebrated
Adam Smith was lhe first to point out the immense increase of produeti0n, and fhe superior perfection of prodtiets
referable to this divisio_ of labour.*
He has elted among other
and,a faint one of the_permanent benefits of machinery, and to be utterly unacquainted, with those princ!ples of the science, which place those benefits beyond
controversy. (a)
* B6cc_r/a, in a public course of lectures on political economy, delivered at
Milan ii_the year 1769, and before the publrcation of Smith's work, had remarked the favourable influence of the division of labour upon the multiplication of
products. These are his words : " Ciaseuno preen cell' esperienza, the, applicando la _i_anoe l'inge£_ne sempre allostesso genere di opere e di prodotti, egli piu
faciUi, pin abondanti e migl_'oT:ine travoi resultati, di quello, chese ciascuno
iso__atamentele cose tutte a se necessarie soltamto facesse : onde altri jaascono
le pecore, altri ne cardano le lane, altri le tessonoe : chi coltiva biade, chi ne fa
il pane : elii oeste, chi fabrica agli agricoltorie la voranti ; crescendo e concatenandosi le art{, e dividendosi in tal maniera, per la commune e privata uqltth
gli nomini in varie classi e cortdizioni." . " We all know, by personal experience, that, by the oontirtaal applicatmn of the corporeal and intellectual faculties
to one peculiar kind of work or prodnct, we can obtain the product with more
ease, and in greater abundance and perfection, than if each were to depend upon
his own exertions for all the objects of his wants. For this reason, one man feeds
sheep, a second cards the wool, and a'third weaves _t : one man cultivates wheat,
another makes bread; another makes clothing or lodging for the cultivators and
mechanics: this multiphcation and concatenation of the arts, and division of
mankind into a variety of classes and conditions, operating to promote both public and private welfare."
-However, I'have given Smith the credi_ of originality in his ideas of the d_rision of labour i first, because, in all probability, he had pubhshed his opinions
from his chair of professor of philosophy at Glasgow before Beccaria, as it is
(a) Out author, in his recent argument with Malthias, upon the subject of the
excess of manufacturing power and p_'oduce,appears to me to have completely
vindicated his own'positions against the attacks of Sismondi-and Malthus ; an4
to have exposed the fallacy of the appalling doctrine, that the powers of human
industry can ever be too qreat and too trroductive.--Vide Letters d M. Malthus
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examples, the manufacture
ofpihs.
The workmen occupied in this
manufacture
execute each but one part of a pin. "Onedraws
the
wire, another cuts it, a third sharpens the points.
The head of a
pin atone requires two or three distinct operations, each performed
by a different individual.
By means of this division, an ill-appointed
establishment,
with but ten labourers employed, could make 48,000
pins per day, by Smith's account.
Whereas,
if each person were
obliged "to finish off the pins one by one, going through ever2¢ operation successively
from fuyst to last, each would probably make but
20 per day, and the ten workmen would produce in the whole :but
200, in lieu of 48,000.
Smith attributes this prodigious difference to three causes :
1: The improved
dexterity, corporeal
and intellectual,
acquiroa
by frequent repetition of one simple operation.
In some fabri6s the
rapidity with which some of the operations are performed
exceeds
what the human hand could, by those who had never seen them, be
supposed capable of acquiring.
2. The.saving
of the time which is commonly lost in p_issing" from
ane species of work to another, and intthe change of place, position,
and tools.
The attenti6n, which is always slowly' transferred,
has
no occasion to transport itself and settle upon a new object.
8. The invention of a great number of machines,.which
facilitate
and abridge labour in all its departments.
For the division, of labour
uaturally limits each operation to anextremely
simple iask, and oile
ttla, is incessantly
repeated;
which is precisely
what machinery
may most easily be made to perform.
Besides, mefi soonest discover the methods of arriving at'a particttlar end, when the end is approximate,
and their attention, excluwell known he did the princi!bles that form the ground-work of his book ; but
chiefly because he has the merit of huvmg deduced from them the most important conclusions. (1)
(1) tAll the fundamental doctrines contained in the Inquiry into the Wealth
0f Nations, were comprehended in 'Dr. Smith's course of political lectures, delivered at Gtas_ow _tsearly as the year 1752 ;- "at a period surely," says DUG_.r_D
S'rEwx_T, 'Vwhen there existed no French (and he might have added, nor
Italian) performance on the subject, that could be of much use to him in guiding
his researches." A short manuscript, drawn up by Dr. Smith in the year 175.5,
fully establishes his exclusive claim to the most impgrtant opinions detailed in
his treatise on the Wealth of Nations, which did not appear until the beginning '
of the year.1776. " A great part of the opinions enumerated in this paper, (he
observes,) is treated of at length in some lectures which I have still by me
-(1755,).and which were written in the hand of a'clerk who lefLmy service six
3ears ago. They have all of them been the constant subject of my lectures,
since I first ,taught Mr. Craigie's class, the first Winter I spent in Glasgow,
down to this day, without any considerable variation.--They had all of them
been the subject oflectares which I read in Edinburgh the winter before I left:it,
mid I carl adduce innumerable witnesses, both from that place and from this,
who will ascertain them sufficiently to be mine." Vide Mr. ,Stewart's Account
of the Life and )Vritmgs of Adam Smith,;LL. D. read before ;tiia Royal Society
_f Edinburgh, January 21 and :March 1S, 1793.]
Ammm_ Errrott 7
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sively directed to it. Discoveries,
even in the walk of philosoplay,
are tbr the.nmst part referable, in their origin, to the subdivision of
labour; because
it is this. subdivision
that enables men $o devote
fhemselves
to the exclusive pursuit of one branch of knowledge;
which exclusive devotion has Wonderfully favoured
their advancement. _
Thus the knowledge or theory necessary to the advancement
of
commercial
industry for instance, attains a far greater degree of perfection, when different persons engage in the several studies.; one of
geography,
wi'_h the view of ascertaining
the respective position and
pro&acts of different countries;
another of politics, with a view to
inform himself of their oationaj laws and manners, and the advantages and disadvantages
of commercial intercourse with them; a third
of geometry and mechanics,
by way of determining
the preferable
form of the ships, cavriages_ and machinery
of all kinds, that must
"he employed ; a fourth of astronomy
and natural philosophy, for the
purposbs of navigation, &c. &c.
Thus, too, the applica6on
of knowledge
in the same department
of cormnercial
industry will obviously arrive at a higher degree of
perfection, whendivided
amongst the several branches
of intel:iaal,
Mediterranean,
East and West Indian, American,
wholesale
and
_etail, &c. &c.
Moreover,
such.a division is no obstacle to the combination
of
operations
not a_together
incompatible,
more especially if they aid
and a_slst each other.
There is no occasion for two different merchants to conduct, one the trade of import for home consumption,
and the other the trade of export of home products ; because these
operations,
far from clashing,
mutually facilitate
and assist each
other. (a)
The" division of labour cheapens products,
by raising a greater
quantity at the same or less charge of production.
Competition soon
obliges the producer to lower the price to the whole amount of the
saving effected ; so that he derives much less bendfit than the ,consumer ; and every obstacle the latter throws-in the way of that division
is an injury to himself.
* But though many important discoveries in the ;arts have originated in division of labour, we mlast not refer to that source "_heactu_ products that have resulted, _.ndwfll .to eternity result, from those discoveries. The increased product
must flow from the productive power of _ttural agents, no matter what may have
been the occasion .four first becoming acquainted with the means of employing
those agent_r. Vide supra, Chap. IV.
I

(a) The combination of operations which at first sight appears to bedistinct,
is far more practicable in what our author calls the branch of application, than in
either the theoretical or the executive branch. A ffeneral merchant, by means of
clerks and' brokers, will combine a vast variety of different commercial operations, and yet prosper. Why _. Because hts own peculiar task is that of superintendence of commercial dealings ; which superintendence may be extended
over a greater surface of dealing w.i{;houtincongruity, being on a closer in
spection, but a repetition of the _'ae operation.
T.
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Should a tailor try to make his 9wn shoes as well as his coat, he
would infidliblv ruin himself.* _e see every day-people _icti_g as
their own merchants, to avoid paving a regular trader the ordinal T
profit of his business; to use thei_ ownexpression, with the view of
pocketing that profit themselves. , But this is an-erroneous calculation ; for this division of labour enables the regular dealer to execute
the business for them much cheaper than they can do it themselves.
Let them reckon up the trouble it costs them_ the loss of time, ;the
money thrown away in extra charges, which i's always proportionally more in small than in large operations, and see if all these together do not amount to more than the two or three per cesat, that
might be saved on every paltry item of consumption ; even supposing them not to be deprived of what tittle-advantage the 5"might
expect, by the avarice of the e.ultivator or manufacturer they would
have to deal direc@ with,-who will of course impose, if ire can,
upon their inexperience.
I" is no advantage, even to the cultivaior or manufactm:er himself,
except under very particular circumstances, to intrude upo_i the
province of the merchant, and endeavonr to'deal directly wi[h'ghe
consumer without his'intervention.
He would only divert his_ attention from his ordinary occupation, and lo*e time that might be
far better employed in his own peculiar line; besides bei_N under
the necessity.of keeping up an establishment of pc_@e, horses, ear.
riages, &c.'the expenses of which would far exceed [he merchant's
profit, reduced as it always must be by competition.
The advantages accruing from division of labour can be enjoyed
in respect of partiealar kinds of products only; and not in ttiem, until their consumption has exceeded a certain point.of extension.- Ten
workmen can make 48,000 pins in a day; but would hardly do so,
unless where there was a daily consumption of pins to that ahlount ;
for, to arrive at "this degree of divisiotraf labour, one workman must
be wholly and exclusively occupied in shorpening the points, while
the rest are severally engaged, each in a different part of the process.
If there be a daily demand for no more than 24,000, he must needs
lose half his day's work, or change his occupation, in which case,
the division of labour will be less extensive and complete.
For this reason, aSvisions of labour cannot be carried to the extreme
limit, except in products eaFable of distant transport and the consequent increase of consumption ; or where manufacture is carried on
amidst a dense populatiol_, offering an e:qtensive local consumption.
For the same reason, too, man)- kinds of work, the products of which
are destined to instantaneous consumption, are executed by the same
individual, in places where the population is limited. In a small
town or vitlage, the same 'person is often barbe'r, surgeon, doctor,
*The low price of sugar in China is probablyoccasioned,in part, by the circumstanceof the a'rowerleaving to a separate classthe extractionof the sugar
from the cane. This operation is performedby itinerant sugar pressers,who
go fromhouseto house,offering their services,'and providedwith an extremely
*impleappar_*us. Vide5Iacartney's Embassy,vol. iv..p. 1,9_.
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and 'apothecary;
while in a populous city, and there only, these are
not merely separate and.distinct
occupations,
but some of them are
again-subdivided
into several branches;
that of the surgeon, Ibr instance, is split into tile several occupations _ of dentist, oculist, aceoucher, &c. ; each of which praetitioners,,by
confining his practice
to a sifagle branch of this extensive art; acquires a degree of skill,
which, but for this division, he could never attain.
The same circumstance,applies
equally to commercial
industry.
r
"
¢r
*
rake the villa_,e
grocer ; the consumption..... of his groceries is so limited, as to oblige him to be at the same time haberdasher,
stationer,
innkeeper, and who knows what, perhaps even news-writer and publisher; whereas
in large chief, not only grocery at large, but even
the sale.of a single artiGle of grocery, is a great corrmlereial concern.
At Paris, London, and Amsterdam,
there are shops, where nothing
dlse is sold but the single article tea, oil or vinegar; and it is natural
to su_.ose that sucl_ shops-have
a much better assortment of the single article, khan those dealing ill many different commodities at once.
Thus, in a rich.and populous country, the carrier, the wholesale, the
intermediate,
and the retail dealer conduct each a separate branch of
eomt_ercial
industry, and e6nduct it with greater perfection as we}]
as greater eeonom3,. Yet, they all benefit by this economy ; and that
they. do so, if the explanations
already given are not convincing, experien_ebear_
irrefragable
testimony;
for consumers
always buy
cheapest where commercial
industry is the most suMivided.
Ceteris
paribes, a commodity brought fromthe same distance is sold cheaper at a large town or fair, than in a village or hamlet.
The limited consumption of hamlets and villages, besides obliging
dealers to combine many elsewhere
distinct occupations,
prevents
many articles from finding a _egular sale at all seasons.
Some are
not presented for sale at all, except on market or fair days ; on such
days the whole week's or perhaps year's' consumption
is laid in.
On all other days, the dealer either travels elsewhere with his wares,
or finds some other kind of occupation.
In a very rich and very
populous district, the consumption
is so great, as to make the sale of
one article only, quite as much as a trader can manage, though he
devote every day in .the week to the business.
Pairs
and markets
are expedients of an early stage of national prosperity ; the trade by
earavans is a still earlier stage of international
commerce ; but even
these expedients _are far better than none at all.*
• The country markets'of Prance not only exhibit extreme inertness m particular channels of consumption ; but a very cursory observation is suff_emnt to
show, that the sale of'products in them is very limited, and the quahty of what
are sold very inferior. Besides the locaI products of theMistrmt, one sees nothing
there, except a few tools, woollens, hnens, and cottons of the raost inferior
quahty _. In a more advanced stage of prosperity, one would find some few object_
of gratification of war_tspeculiar to a more refined state of existence: some articles of furmture combinin_ convemence and elegance of fo_m; woollens oflsome
variety of hneness and pattern ; articles of food of a more expensive kind, whe-
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From the necessity of the e_stence of d veLy extended c_ssurnption, before division of labour can be carried to its extrerrre poirit, i_t
follows, that such division can never be introduced in the manufae.
ture of products, which, from their high price, are placed within the
reach of few purchasers. In jewellery, especially of the better kinds,
.t is practised in a very limited degree; arid such division being, as
we have seen. one cause of the invention and application ofin_emous
processes, it is not s_rprising- that such processes are least often met
with in the preparation of products of highly finished workmanship.
In visiting the workshop:of a lapidary, one ]s often dazzled'with the
costliness of the materials, and the skill and patience of the workman; but it is only in the grand manufactories of articles o_ntriversol consumption, that one is astonished with the display of ingenuity
employed to give additional expedition and perfection to the product. In looking at an article of jewellery, it is easy to form an idea
of the tools and processes, by means of which it has been executed ;
whereas fe_vpeople, on viewing a common stav-lace_w_uld suppose
it had been made by a horse or a current of water, which is actually
thecase.
"
"
' "
Of the three branches of industry, agriculture is the one_tha_ admits
division of labour in the least degroe. It is impossible to collect nny
great number of cultivators on the same spot, to use their joint exertions in the raising of one and the same product. The soilthey
Work upon is extended over the whole surface of. the globe, and
obliges them to work at considerable distance from each other. Be.
sides, agriculture does not allow of one person being continuMly
employed in the same operation. One man cannot be all the y'eal
ploughing or digging, any more than another can find constant occupation "ingathering in the crop. _Moreover, it is very rarely that the
whole of one's laud can be devoted _to the same kin_l of cultivation,
or that the same k_nd of cultivation can be continued on the same
spot for many successh'e years. The land would be exhausted ; and,
supposing the cultivation" of the whole property to be uniform, yet
even then, the preparing and dressing of the whole ground, and the
getting in of the whole of the crops, would come on at the same time,
and the labourers be unoccupied at other peviod_ of the year.*
ther on aeeount of their preparationor the distarmethey mayhave been brought
from; a few works of instruction or tasteful amusement; a few booksbesides
mere almanacsand prayer-books. In a still moreadvanced stage, the consumption of all these things wouldbe constantand extensive enoughto supportregular and well-stockedshopsin all these differentlines. Of this de_ee of wealth
examplesare to be found in l_.urope,particularlyin parts of England,Holland,
and German_'.
*It is not commonto meet with such l_ge concerns in a_ieulture, as in the
branchesof commerceand manufacture. A farmer or proprietgrseldom undertakes more than four or five hundredacres; and his concern,in point of capital
and amount of produce,doesnot exceed that of a middlingtradesman/or manufacturer. This differenceis attributable to many concurrentcauses; chiefly to
ti,e extensiveareathis branch of industry requires; to the bulky nature of the
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Morebver, the nature of.his occupation and of agricultural
products makes it highly convenient for the cultivator to raise his own
vegetables,
fruit;,and
cattle, and'even
to manufacture
part of the
tools and utensil_ employed in his house-keeping ; though in the other
channels
of industry,
these items of consmnption
give exclusive
occupation
to a number of distinct classes.
Where
concerns
of industry arq carried on in manufactories,
in
which one and the same master manufacturei" conducts the product
through all its stages, he can never establish any great subdiyision
of the various operations, without great command of capital.
For
such division requires larger advances of wages, of raw materials,
and'of tools and implements;. _Where eighteen workmen manufacture
"bat twenty pins each per.day, that is to say, in all 360 pins, weighing scarcely an ounce of metal, the xlaily ad_,ance of an dunce of
f_sh metal is enough to keep .them in regular work." But if, in consequence ot" division of labour, these same eighteen persons can be
bro0ght,, as we' kno_ they can, to produce 86,400 pins, the daily
supply of raw material
requisite for their regular e_nploy will be
240 ounces weight of metal; consequently
a much more considerable
adwnce
will be called .for. If we further.take
into calculation, that
there.is an interval of probably a month or more, from the purchase
of the metal by the manufacturer
to the period of his reimbursement
by fl_e sale of his pins, we shall find that he must necessarily
have at
all times on hand, in different stages of progressive
manufacture,
30
times 240 ounces of metal ; in other words, the portion o_' his capital
vested in raw material alone wilt'amount
to the value of 450 tbs. of
.metal.
In addition, to which, it must be observed, that the division
of labour cannot be effee_ed without the aid of various implements
and machines, that form themselve_ an important
ile.'n of capital.
Thus, in poor countries, we frequently find a product carried through
all its stages, from .first to last, by one and the same workman, from
mere -,va_t of the capital requisite for a jtidicious division of the different opeI:afions.
We must not however
_uppose, that, to effect this division of
labour, it is necessary
the capital should be placed all in the hands
of a single adventurer, or the busine'ss eon'ducted all within the walls
of one grand establishment.
A pair of boots undergoes a variety of
processes, whereof all are not_xecuted
by the bootmaker alone; the
gra.zier, the tanner, the currier, all others, who immediatel?
or remotely furnish any substance or tool used in the making of boots,
contribute to the raising of the product;
and though there is a very
considerable
subdivision of labour in the making of 4!fis article, tb'_
produce, and consequently &ffieulty of collecting it at one point from the distant
parts of the farm, or sending it to very remote markets'; to the nature of the
business itself, which is not susceptible of any regular and uniform system, and
requires in the adventurer a succession of temporary expedients and directions,
suggested by the difference of culture, of manuring and dressings, and the variety
of each labourer's occupations, according to the seasons, the change of weather
&e.
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igreater part of the joint and concurrent producers may have _e .r_¢"
ittle command of capital.
"
' Having detailed the advantages of the subdivision of the'various
occupations of industry, and the extent to which it. may be carried,
the view of the subject would ho, incomplete, were we to' omit"
noticing, on tile other hand, the inconveniendes that inseparably
attend it.
A man, whose whole hie is devoted to the execution of a singld
operation, will most assuredly acquire-the faculty of executing "it
better and quicker than oth'ers; but he wi!l, at the same time, be
rendered less fit for every other occupation, corporeal or intellemual;
his other faculties will be gradually blunte'd or extinguished ; and the
man, as an individual, will degenerate irt con_quon_e.
To h_ve
never done any thing bur make the eighteenth part of a pin, is a
sorry account tbr a human being to give of his existence..Nor
isit
to be imagined that this degeneracy from-the dignit)? of human
_nature is confined to the _la'beurer, that pliesatl his life at the file or
the hammer ; men, whose professional duties call into playthe finest
faculties of the mind, are subject to similar de_adation.
This division of occupations has given rise to the profession of attorneys,
wh'ose .sole business it is to appear in the courts of justice instead of
the principals, and to follow up the different steps of the process on
their behalf. These legal practitioners are, confessedly, seldom
deficient'in _eehnical skill and ability; yet it is not unoommon to
meet with men, even of eminence _n this profession, wholly ignorant of the most simple processes of the manufactures _hev every"
dav make use of; who, if they were set to work to mend the simplest
ar{icle of their furniture, would "scarcely know how to begin, and
could probably not drive a nail, without exciting the risibility of
every carpenter's awkward apprentice; and if placed in a situation
of a greater emergency, called upon, for instance, to save a drowning
fl'iend, or to rescue a'felldw-townsman from a hostile attack, would
bc in a truly distressing perplexit.v ; whereas a rough peasant, inhabiting a se_ni-barbarour, thstrict, would probably eXtridate h_mself
fl'Oln a similar situation with honour.
With regard to the labouring class, the incapacity for any other
than a single occupation, renders the eondilion of mere labourers
more hard and wearisome, a, well. as less profitable. They, have
less means of enforci.ng their own rig'hts to an equitable portmn of
the gross value of the product. °I'he workroom, that carries about
with him the whole implements of his trade, can change his locality
at pleasOre, and earn his subsistence wherever he.pleases_ in the
other case, he is a mere adjective, without individua't capacity, independence, or substantive importance, when separated from his fellowlabourers, and obliged to accept whatever terms his employer thinks
,fit to impose,
On the whole, we may conclude, that division of latxmr is a skilful mode of employing human agency, that it consequently multiplies
the productions of soc!ety; in other words, the powers and the enjoy-
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ments o'f m_mkhad,, but thaV it in s6me degre_
of man in hi_ individual capacity. (a) (1)
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COMMODITIESare nbt all to "be lqad in all places indifferently.
The immediate
prod_ucts of the earth depend upon the local varietie, of soil and climate ; and even the prodacAs of industry are met
with only in such places as are most favourable.to-their-production.
Whence
it follows that, where products, whether of industry or
of the earth, do not grow naturally, they can not be introduce_t or
produced in a perfect state, and fit for Gonsumption, without undergems a cleF.rain modification ; that is to say, th'at of transport or con,
veyaace.
Tl_is transfer gives occupation W _ahat has been called commercial
industry.
External
commerce
consists of the supply of the home market
with foreign, and of foreign markets with home products,*
"Whole_ale commerce
is the buying of large quantities and reselling to inferior dealers.
Retail commerce is the buying of wholesale dealers, and re-selling
to consumers.
* Products that are"bought to be xe-sold',are called merchCndise; and merchandise bought for consumption is denominated commodities. (b)
(a) This consideration makes it peculiarly iru/umbent upon the government
of a manufacturing nation to diffuse the benefits of early edueauon, and thus
prevent the degeneration from being intellectual as well as corporeal. " T.
(b) This distinetiort has been discarded i,a the translation, for the sake of
simplification; the general term products being suifieiently intelligible and
specific.
T.
(1) ["The extensive propagation of light ar,d refinement," says DWA.LD
STEW._RT,"arising from the influence of the press, aided "by the spirit of commerce, seems to be the remedy__o be provided by nature against the fatal effects
which would otherwise be produced, by the subdivision of labour accompanying
the pro_ress of the mechanical ar_s: nor is any thing wanting to make the
remedy effectual, but wise institutions to facilitate general instruction, 8,ud to
adapt the education of individuals to the stations they are to occupy. The miml
of the artist, which, from the limited sphere of his actlvity, weald' sink below
the level of the peasant or the savage, might receive ila infancy the means of
intel[ectual enjoyment and the seeds of moral improvemeot ; and even the insipid
uniformrty of his professional engagements, by presenting no object to awakel:
his ingenuity el: to distract his attention, might leave him at liberty to employ
his faculties on aubjccts more interesting to himself, and.more extensively useful
to others."]
A._tERICAN
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